Changes to clinician attire have done more harm than good
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ABSTRACT The introduction of ‘bare below the elbows’ policies to facilitate handwashing led to the disappearance of the white coat from medical and surgical wards. While rates of key healthcare acquired infections in hospitals, e.g. Clostridium difficile and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia, have fallen, argument continues around the contribution of hand hygiene and dress codes to these changes. Conversely, the number of complaints against clinicians continues to rise, and respect for medical staff is falling. Are these phenomena linked to the disappearance of the white coat? Here, we debate the effects of these changes to clinician attire and ask whether the putative benefits in terms of infection control are outweighed by the possible harms to the doctor-patient relationship alleged to be caused by the loss of the white coat.
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Removal of the white coat has done more harm than good

SJ Dancer

In December 2008, the traditional white coat was dropped under a new NHS dress code unveiled by the Government. Doctors were also asked to wear short sleeved shirts or blouses and remove their watches, jewellery and pens. Aside from a ‘reduced’ infection risk, it was stated that the dress code would permit patients to identify clinical staff on the wards as well as ensuring ‘good communication and delivery of care’.

Doctors did not receive a replacement for their iconic coat, or even a suggestion for a replacement. This probably made little difference to GPs, who leave their coats in the hospitals; or to paediatricians and psychiatrists, whose patients are frightened of white coats. For hospital doctors on the wards, however, the banning of the white coat was a different issue. The confusion and resentment lingering among our profession refuses to go away. Doctors are still upset over the loss of their white coat. The confusion and resentment lingering among our profession refuses to go away. Doctors are still upset over the loss of their white coat. Has its disappearance compromised the doctor-patient relationship? It is time to examine the impact of the dress code and ask whether it has actually made any difference to doctors; infections; and patients.

REASONS FOR INTRODUCING A DRESS CODE

The 2008 Code was a political gesture towards hygiene and infection control, prompted by escalating rates of hospital pathogens such as Clostridium difficile and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). Aside from inferring a causal relationship between clinical staff and hospital-acquired infections (HAIs), the Code also ticked a number of other boxes. First, it represented a visual acknowledgement of infection control for patients and their visitors. 'Look clean, think clean', screamed the message. All well and good, but making the white coat a scapegoat for HAIs meant that the authorities could ignore all the other potential drivers of hospital superbugs. Crowded wards, A&E overspill, inadequate clinical staff, lack of isolation facilities, poor cleaning and disinterest in infection control all constitute a rather
costly challenge to put right.\textsuperscript{13} Lopping off all those cuffs was the easiest (and cheapest) thing to do.

Second, discarding thousands of coats meant a significant saving on laundry and stock costs. This tied in rather nicely with the ongoing centralisation of healthcare laundry services. Perhaps the only defence of the white coat ban is the fact that folk would keep the same grubby specimen for weeks so as to preserve its availability, let alone the pocket cultures.\textsuperscript{4}

Third, the lack of immediately recognisable medical uniform meant that patients could not easily identify a doctor in the clinical vicinity.\textsuperscript{7} This disguised the increasing shortage of hospital doctors. Should infection control implement a ban on stethoscopes (the most prolific reservoir of pathogens known to man), it will become impossible to identify anybody with a medical degree.\textsuperscript{8–10} Fourth, shedding white coats brought relief from the sauna-like environment that characterises most hospitals. The contents of all those bulging pockets were not necessarily compliant with health, security or safety, let alone clinically useful. Handy guidelines should be committed to memory, not squirreled away in one’s white coat pocket awaiting the next emergency.\textsuperscript{4}

There was one final benefit for the policy makers. Why not remove an outdated hierarchal symbol from the 20th century? Losing the coat would assist in downgrading pesky doctors, especially those that persist in asking for yearly pay rises in line with inflation.\textsuperscript{7} Doctors constitute a threat towards government in that they can, and do, challenge healthcare policies of the day without political bias. Most doctors care only about restoring good health to sick patients, although the NHS framework in which we have to deliver that care frequently compromises any quality aspirations.

And so the white coat was taken away. There may well have been consultation but no one sought to defend an ill-fitting off-white bug-laden fomite gracing the wards.\textsuperscript{11} Indeed, doctors tacitly accepted the view that their coats were an outdated icon and should be extinguished in the name of infection control. Let us consider what has happened to HAIs in our hospitals since the 2008 Dress Code.

HOSPITAL-ACQUIRED INFECTION TRENDS IN THE UK

Dress Code proponents argue that removing doctors’ coats and ties, enforcing bare-below the elbows, and splashing out on gallons of tacky gel has led to a remarkable reduction in MRSA bacteraemia rates.\textsuperscript{12} Given that a whole bundle of interventions was delivered, it is somewhat challenging to dissect out the strands that had most effect.\textsuperscript{11} What made the difference?\textsuperscript{14} Probably a little bit of everything, but there is compelling evidence for MRSA screening as fundamental in reducing MRSA bacteraemias.\textsuperscript{15–16} As for \textit{C. difficile}, stringent antibiotic stewardship appears to have stalled the numbers rising in hospitals.\textsuperscript{17,18}

The biggest problem with linking the Dress Code with diminished MRSA is the lack of any effect on rates of methicillin-susceptible \textit{Staphylococcus aureus} (MSSA) bacteraemia, yet MRSA and MSSA are almost epidemiologically indistinguishable.\textsuperscript{12,13} Both inhabit human noses, cling to finger-tips, fester in dust and fly through the air at liberty on our crowded wards. Admittedly, the pocket of a white coat is a good place to hide a few \textit{staphylococci}, but then so is a trouser pocket, or unruly hair, or even the name badge or key card dangling around someone’s neck. It is also the case that since the overall number of MRSA acquisitions is not monitored, i.e. wound infections, pneumonia, failed joint replacements, etc., no one knows whether there really are fewer cases in our hospitals. MRSA bacteraemias represent only the tip of the acquisition iceberg.\textsuperscript{13}

Was removal of the white coat, and associated hygienic gestures, a key component of declining pathogen rates? No, it was not. If there was an association between the Dress Code and HAI rates, then there would have been a simultaneous reduction of all hospital pathogens, and this has simply not occurred.\textsuperscript{13} Falling MRSA and \textit{C. difficile} rates merely vacated a space for some noteworthy replacements, including vancomycin-resistant enterococci and the virtually untreatable carbapenem-resistant coliforms.\textsuperscript{19,20} Norovirus, the original ‘winter vomiting’ disease, has now become the ‘all-year-round-vomiting’ disease, with no white coat in sight.\textsuperscript{21} The same applies to the Herculean efforts at encouraging hand hygiene, imposed years before MRSA rates showed any sign of dissipating.\textsuperscript{13,12} Clearly the enormous focus on HAIs succeeded for target pathogens, but it wasn’t due to stripping doctors of their coats or stalking them until they hit the nozzle of the nearest gel container.

There are, of course, no white coats in the community, where home-acquired \textit{C. difficile} rates are currently rising.\textsuperscript{22} The science may not be particularly robust but one can infer, perhaps, that the increasing number of patients presenting to their GPs with community-associated \textit{C. difficile} cannot be due to malevolent white coats loitering in the bushes, naked forearms or any other dress code component.

IMPORTANCE OF HYGIENE

The removal of the coat upset the status quo. Nature abhors a vacuum, and in this case, due replacement was not necessarily a nice smart uniform or ample supply of well-fitting scrubs, but a sort of ‘dress decay’ for doctors, particularly noticeable for juniors fresh out of medical school.\textsuperscript{24,25} Without barrier protection, all clothes
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potentially take hospital pathogens home to the family, however smart. At least one could discard a coat into the linen trolley at the end of the shift along with all those nasty superbugs. Personal hygiene practices stay the same despite choice of apparel, including the white coat; medics are notoriously bad at cleaning their hands whatever they are wearing.26

Many doctors do not understand the definition of ‘clean’ because they haven’t been taught the basics at medical school. This merely reflects the current societal status of hygiene.25 Infection control lost its way following the advent of antibiotics because any hygiene deficits could be ameliorated by a dose of wundermycin.27 Maybe the biggest problem, reflecting past miasmas, is that people can’t actually see germs with the naked eye. Around a quarter of us have S. aureus firmly ensconced in the nasal passages; hence doctors — and whatever they wear — are not bacteriologically sterile.28,29 Regenerating interest in hygiene in the 21st century needs a cataclysmic shift in societal opinion, which may occur only when untreatable infections threaten to overwhelm our communities.30 There is currently a horrifying example of this in the global village.31,32

EROSION OF STATUS

The white coat was, and still is, a universally recognised emblem of the medical profession. Brighter-than-white, it symbolised life and hope; scientific achievement; and visual evidence of cleanliness. But aside from infection risk, was the white coat ditched in order to strip doctors of their aura of godliness? Patients themselves usually prefer physicians in professional attire with a white coat.32,33 A clean, neat appearance invites personal confidences; smart dress instils confidence. Isn’t this what we want, and need, to provide our patients with the very best of care? Dishevelled dress could erect a barrier every bit as socially intimidating as a white coat may have done.

The coat demarcated the professional barrier between physician and patient. This barrier cloaked the physician with a sense of authority but also reminded physicians of their professional responsibilities.4 Does today’s casual attire embody those values? Clothing is one of the most important factors that inspire patient confidence in physicians.28 The disappearance of the white coat may have challenged the dignity of doctors but it has also challenged the dignity of patients. Most doctors would not have an ideological objection to wearing uniforms as long as the policy was fair across the grades.24 The design should reflect authoritative clinical care and not just another lever for NHS corporatisation.24 Doctors are among the most highly qualified segment of society, having studied for years to attain the knowledge needed to practice medicine, often sacrificing sleep, social life and family in the process. Did the white coat not infer those sacrifices, made over and over again, during a professional lifetime?

Banning the white coat may well have demeaned the status of the medical profession.1 Patient complaints to the GMC about doctors doubled between 2007 and 2012.37,38 Now there is a drive in progress to promote ‘values-based recruiting’ in the NHS; were these not the values embodied by the white coat? The money saved from laundering white coats has soiled the shine of NHS quality practice.

CONCLUSION

Doctors should have a right to choose their attire, so long as it is smart, clean and engenders respect for their patients, for themselves, and for the society that they serve. If their choice is a white coat, with ‘cuffs-above-the-wrist’, what’s the problem? The white coat is, or certainly was, a symbol of knowledge, compassion and honour. It provided a standard against which doctors were duty bound to measure their every act of care to the patients who trusted them.24 The coat protected the wearer from ever present pathogens, aerosols, spatter and spillages. It survived the rigours of daily laundering, although costs and practicalities of this today would be the subject of another debate. Should health boards provide a uniform for doctors? Yes, if it helps patients recognise who exactly is a doctor; and yes, if the choice of apparel looks smart, clean and dignified. The disappearance of the white coat irrevocably harmed the status of the medical profession. We can find solace in the fact that the debate has at least triggered a re-evaluation of infection control, including the meaning of purity, cleanliness and patient safety. The white coat represents all of the latter as well as encapsulating responsibility and trust between doctor and patient. Wear it if you want to. If you do, remember what it stands for and be proud.1
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Why we should have a clinical dress code for doctors

BI Duerden

During the seven years (2004–2010) when I was Inspector of Microbiology and Infection Control at the Department of Health, two major policy initiatives caused argument, criticism and debate among medical colleagues – the setting and performance management of targets for the reduction in the numbers of MRSA bacteraemias and Clostridium difficile infections, and the introduction of a clinical dress code for medical staff (widely and colloquially known as ‘bare below the elbows’). Whatever the view of the target culture in the English NHS during the 2000–2010 decade, there has eventually been general agreement that within that management ethos, the only way to get the necessary attention and focus on the prevention and control of healthcare associated infections was to have targets for which Chief Executives were held accountable. That debate is now past, but the question of whether medical staff, particularly consultant staff, should be required to adopt a dress code appropriate to the delivery of safe clinical care still provokes some heated debate.

The dress code was implemented in England from 2007 onwards as part of a raft of measures to help reduce the unacceptably high numbers of healthcare associated infections and to raise the profile of infection prevention and control among NHS staff, patients, relatives and the general public. It had always surprised me that although other healthcare professionals were required to wear a uniform appropriate to their clinical duties and to follow a dress code in relation to jewellery, watches etc., this did not apply to doctors. We all see equivalent dress codes in many workplaces – from hard hats and steel-capped boots on building sites to aprons, hats and gloves on supermarket deli and fish counters. We accept and expect this approach to clothing to protect the individuals and the people they serve – why should doctors be different?

In my younger days, we all wore white coats over our ordinary day clothes (junior staff and most consultants) and male doctors were expected to wear a tie. The white coat fell into disuse, quite rightly, during the 1980s and 90s, as it was realised it was inappropriate for performing clinical procedures and could be implicated in transmitting contamination from one patient to another. For contact procedures where cross-contamination is a potential risk, disposable aprons and gowns and gloves became the standard wear; protecting both the patient and the doctor. This meant that what doctors wore on wards and in clinics was up to them as individuals, except in specialist units such as intensive care where many had adopted a uniform based on surgical scrubs as being most appropriate to the work they were doing.

The proposal for a more standardised dress code to promote safe clinical practice in relation to infection prevention and control, in particular good hand hygiene, came not from anonymous Department of Health officials with no knowledge of clinical practice but from a group of the most senior medical and nursing officers in the Department, of which I was one, with the support and endorsement of our then Minister of Health in the House of Lords, Lord Darzi, an eminent and respected cancer specialist. The code has four elements: no white coats or jackets; a shirt, blouse or equivalent with short sleeves; no ties that could contact with the patient or surroundings or interfere with a clear view of the patient; no wrist jewellery, wristwatch or rings other than a plain wedding ring.

For contact procedures where contamination and cross-infection are a risk, a disposable gown or apron and gloves should be worn – and changed with hand hygiene performed between each patient.

The final demise of the white coat attracted little attention or comment. However, the short-sleeved shirt became the focus for commentary on the code as it was promoted as the ‘bare below the elbows’ requirement. This phrase was never used by those of us who proposed the code but was seen as catchy ‘jargon’ by press and publicity staff charged with getting the message out to clinicians, managers and the general public. I was challenged on numerous occasions to quote the scientific evidence – the double-blind clinical trials as done for new drugs – that long sleeves caused cross-infection. Of course, there is no such evidence but the question misses the point. It is not the potential transmission of infection by sleeve cuffs that is the risk but the fact that long sleeves inhibit correct hand washing/hand hygiene practice. There is no dispute that hand hygiene is an essential (probably the most important) infection prevention and control procedure or that proper hand washing should include the whole of the hands (fingers, palms, backs) AND the wrists. It is a matter of simple observation by those who have had to watch and audit hand hygiene that people wearing long sleeves do not generally wash their hands properly; they stop short of the wrist, otherwise they wet their shirt cuffs. This was, and is, the simple reasoning behind
the requirement for short sleeves – and the elbow was a simple cut-off between the upper and lower arm to indicate what was meant by short sleeves.

The third requirement, to remove ties, has a similar simplicity of reasoning. There have been several studies over the years showing that ties (which are rarely washed) become contaminated with a variety of bacteria, including potential pathogens, but these have not necessarily shown cases of cross-infection linked to ties. However, the potential is there and, moreover, they get in the way of clinical examination and clinical procedures. The easiest approach to this is for staff engaged in clinical duties not to wear ties, although it is generally considered acceptable for a tie to be tucked into the shirt high up the chest, particularly for those with intermittent patient contact or when direct contact is unlikely. A further alternative, of course, for those colleagues who abhor the open neck is a bow tie.

The fourth requirement to remove wrist jewellery, watches and rings (other than a plain wedding ring), which has been an established requirement of nurses and other healthcare staff for many years, engendered some opposition. There were few comments about rings. There have been studies showing that rings harbour bacteria, even after vigorous hand washing, and they are also an impediment to clinical examination and procedures. The acceptance of a plain wedding ring is a compromise; bacteria can still survive beneath the ring, but the smooth surface cleans easily and it is an item that many staff across the healthcare professions would not be happy to remove on a regular basis. Similarly with the ban on wrist jewellery, there was little opposition, except for some colleagues who insisted that a wristwatch is an essential part of their personal equipment. The reason for requiring bare wrists is the same as for wearing short sleeves – simple observation shows that people wearing wristwatches or other jewellery tend not to wash their hands properly; they stop short of the wrist, so proper hand hygiene is compromised. Although clinical examination and procedures may need timing (as in measuring a patient’s pulse rate) there is no absolute need to have a watch on the wrist. Most wards and clinic areas have large wall clocks. Moreover, for personal use, doctors can use a pocket watch (a long tradition), a fob watch pinned to clothing as has been used by nursing staff for many years, or simply hook a wrist watch onto a belt or waistband loop.

I did anticipate that when the code was introduced there might have been concerns from some religious groups that the dress requirement would conflict with that of their religion. We had several meetings with Muslim representatives – religious leaders and medical staff – and reached amicable agreement. They recognised the overriding requirement for patient safety and good clinical practice and we agreed that the length of sleeve to enable good hand hygiene was well above the wrist but not necessarily fully above the elbow. The Muslim leaders stressed to us how important hand washing is in their religious practice so there was common ground in what we were seeking to achieve. In some other religious groups, such as Sikhs, there is a requirement to wear a wrist band all the time – but we established that this could be so high up the lower arm that it would not constitute a ‘wrist’ band, and, again, not interfere with hand hygiene.

The dress code has not been an issue for most junior medical staff; it gave greater emphasis to what had become their normal working dress. I hope that senior staff can increasingly see that its aim is to promote good, safe clinical practice. It is not meant to make them less ‘smart’ in the eyes of their patients – it is to have them dressed appropriately for the work they are doing for those patients.